PipeRunner™
Irrigation solution for use with LiveRoof Modules

SLOPE, REFLECTIVE SURFACES, SHADE, BUILDING HEIGHT AND WIND EXPOSURE AFFECT IRRIGATION NEEDS.
CONSULT LIVEROOF LICENSED GROWER FOR APPROPRIATE PLANT SELECTIONS BASED ON SITE CONDITIONS.
CONSULT A QUALIFIED IRRIGATION SPECIALIST TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE DESIGN CONFIGURATION OF IRRIGATION,
INCLUDING PIPE DIAMETER, LAYOUT, HEAD STYLE AND SPACING.

Fill gap with LiveRoof brand Engineered Green Roof Soil

PipeRunner (3" wide) fit tightly between LiveRoof Modules before pulling soil elevators
Max pipe diameter of 1.25"
LiveRoof Modules (2.5"-8" soil height)

Irrigation Heads
Max 1.25" Diameter Pipe over PipeRunner Covered with LiveRoof Brand Engineered Green Roof Soil
LiveRoof Modules

Gaps allow for water flow
Slots allow for drainage
24" long